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ABSTRACT
Using data from the MEarth-North and MEarth-South transit surveys, we present the detection of
eclipses in four mid M-dwarf systems: LP 107-25, LP 261-75, LP 796-24, and LP 991-15. Combining
the MEarth photometry with spectroscopic follow-up observations, we show that LP 107-25 and
LP 796-24 are short-period (1.388 and 0.523 day, respectively) eclipsing binaries in triple-lined systems
with substantial third light contamination from distant companions. LP 261-75 is a short-period (1.882
day) single-lined system consisting of a mid M-dwarf eclipsed by a probable brown dwarf secondary,
with another distant visual brown dwarf companion. LP 991-15 is a long-period (29.3 day) double-
lined eclipsing binary on an eccentric orbit with a geometry which produces only primary eclipses. A
spectroscopic orbit is given for LP 991-15, and initial orbits for LP 107-25 and LP 261-75.
Subject headings: stars: binaries: eclipsing – stars: low-mass, brown dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
Eclipsing binaries are important astrophysical tools
because they are able to provide largely model-
independent, precise measurements of stellar masses and
radii. Observations of the best-characterized examples
reveal a systematic tendency of theoretical stellar evolu-
tion models to underpredict the radii of main sequence
stars with convective outer envelopes (e.g., Andersen
1991; Torres et al. 2010).
Due to the special geometric configuration required for
a spectroscopic binary to eclipse, such systems are rare.
Observations are particularly sparse for fully convec-
tive M-dwarfs (stars with masses below approximately
0.35 M⊙; e.g., Chabrier & Baraffe 1997), and while re-
cent observational progress has begun to fill in the pa-
rameter space between 0.2 M⊙ and 0.35 M⊙, there
are still very few systems containing components be-
low 0.2 M⊙ with precisely measured parameters (e.g.,
Nefs et al. 2013; Dittmann et al. 2017).
We operate the MEarth project, an all-sky survey using
two robotic telescope arrays to search for transiting plan-
ets orbiting fully convective M-dwarfs within 33 pc by
obtaining high-cadence time series differential photome-
try (Nutzman & Charbonneau 2008). This survey is also
highly sensitive to eclipsing binaries, which present much
larger photometric signal sizes than transiting planets,
and has been optimized for efficient recovery of objects
with long orbital periods.
In previous papers, we have presented three eclipsing
stellar systems (Irwin et al. 2009, 2011b; Dittmann et al.
2017) and one brown dwarf system (Irwin et al. 2010) de-
tected with MEarth. This paper presents details of four
additional eclipsing systems detected over the same time
period. Three are stellar systems (LP 107-25, LP 796-24
and LP 991-15), for which we report initial observations
and characterization, but several concerns must be ad-
dressed before masses and radii of the components can
be determined at the level required to test stellar models.
The fourth (LP 261-75) is a single-lined system with a
probable brown dwarf companion.
2. TARGET SELECTION AND PROPERTIES
Target selection for MEarth-North is described in
detail in Nutzman & Charbonneau (2008), and for
MEarth-South in Irwin et al. (2015). All four targets
presented here were selected for observation based on
photometric distance estimates placing them within 33
pc, a volume limit inherited from the work of Le´pine
(2005), upon which our original target selection was
based. These distances were underestimated in three
cases due to these targets being unresolved multiples
in the original photometry. Overluminosity results in a
larger effective volume limit for such systems in MEarth
when using photometric distance estimates, enhancing
the detection rate.
This factor combined with the greatly improved avail-
ability of astrometric parallaxes for the MEarth sample
in recent years, and the continuing demand to push to
smaller planet sizes, has resulted in reprioritization of
the MEarth target list and elimination or deprioritiza-
tion of the majority of these more distant sources. These
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changes were implemented during the 2016–2017 period.
While this is very beneficial for planet detection it has
likely considerably impacted detection of new eclipsing
binaries, so in this publication we provide details of the
final accumulated set of systems detected prior to the
completion of these changes which were not published
individually.
In Table 1, we summarize the photometric and astro-
metric properties of the four systems gathered from the
literature: right ascension and declination α, δ; proper
motions µα, µδ; astrometric parallax pitrig; GAIA G,
GBP and GRP photometry; infrared magnitudes J2MASS,
H2MASS, K2MASS from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006);
and spectral type (where available). We use the iden-
tifiers given in the NLTT throughout this work, but
for LP 107-25 this identifier does not appear to have
been used previously in the literature, so we also pro-
vide 2MASS identifiers in the table as an alternative.
GAIA parameters are from Data Release 2 (DR2), which
was released during the final stages of preparation of the
manuscript. We have updated the parallaxes, but the
positions and proper motions given in the table are the
original ones assumed during the analysis.
3. MEARTH PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
The MEarth data themselves, data reduction, and
analysis methods have been described in detail in pre-
vious papers (Irwin et al. 2011a,b; Berta et al. 2012;
Newton et al. 2016). The objects presented here were
detected during the 2011–2017 observing seasons, during
which time the configuration of both instruments was rel-
atively stable, with all observations taken using the same
RG715 filter bandpass.
Eclipses in LP 107-25 were detected during a search
for photometric rotation periods performed at the end of
the 2011–2013 observing period on approximately weekly
cadence data intended for astrometry. The other three
systems were all detected by MEarth’s real-time trigger
based on single events in 2014 June (LP 991-15), 2014
December (LP 796-24), and 2017 June (LP 261-75).
In all four cases, after the initial detection was made
additional photometric observations were gathered for
follow-up, both during the eclipse windows at high ca-
dence using back-to-back exposures, and at our standard
30 minute cadence between eclipse windows to search
for any out-of-eclipse variations. In these mid M-dwarf
systems the out-of-eclipse variations are usually domi-
nated by rotational modulation (presumed to be due to
starspots) rather than effects intrinsic to close binary
stars such as ellipsoidal variation or reflection, but are
important for modeling.
MEarth light curves require some pre-processing to re-
move bad data prior to use. For this publication we
simply filter out data points taken through heavy clouds
by requiring the magnitude zero point for the image was
no more than 0.5 mag higher than a running average,
where this average was computed by outlier resistant
fitting of straight line segments to the magnitude zero
point as a function of time for images taken with a sta-
ble instrument configuration (the same “instrument ver-
sion number” in the light curve table). We note that
the throughput has evolved substantially over the time
period of observations presented here and shows a large
jump at the 2016 summer shutdown when the telescope
optics were cleaned, and we consider points taken before
and after this time to be different instrument configura-
tions for the purpose of this analysis. A few data points
with large pointing errors due to target acquisition prob-
lems were also discarded. The light curve data are given
in an electronic table. This table provides the original
light curve data used as input to the models, so the cor-
rections described in §6.6 have not been applied.
Finding charts for all four objects, showing the posi-
tion and size of the MEarth photometric apertures as
well as source proper motion using previous epochs of
imaging, are shown in Figure 1. The MEarth aperture
for LP 107-25 is contaminated by a fainter background
source but apertures for the other targets appear to be
clean to the limiting magnitude of the first epoch plate
scans. LP 261-75 also has high-contrast imaging obser-
vations from Bryan et al. (2016) placing upper limits on
the presence of visual companions at very small angular
separations.
The photometric ephemerides, orbital parameters, and
rotation periods for the targets are summarized in Table
2, where we use the final solutions presented in §6 and
§7 but combine these parameters into a single table for
convenience. The quantities given for each system are
the epoch of inferior conjunction T0 and orbital period
P ; the epoch of superior conjunction Tsec for systems
with secondary eclipses; and the photometric rotation
period Prot where this differs from the orbital period.
We note that our models have been adjusted for light
travel time across the eclipsing system (in the solar sys-
tem, this effect is called the Rømer delay). This correc-
tion is needed for precise observations of systems with
two eclipses to avoid erroneously inferring small amounts
of eccentricity (e cosω) due to the displacement of the
secondary eclipse time that results from this signal being
emitted further away from the observer than the primary
eclipse signal in systems where q < 1. The conjunction
times T0 and Tsec presented in the table are reckoned as
if they were communicated to the observer by a light sig-
nal emitted from the barycenter of the eclipsing system.
They are not eclipse times (as would be observed) where
the eclipse signals originate from the position of the star
closer to the observer. These corrections depend on the
mass ratio and physical size of the system and are below
1 minute for all of the systems presented here, but may
need to be applied for precise work.
In several objects the uncertainties on T0 from the
Monte Carlo procedure are very small. It is likely these
have been underestimated due to correlated noise, which
has not been taken into account in this analysis. The
contribution of systematic error in the shutter timing
also begins to become important at this level, and is not
known to better than approximately 1 second.
4. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
For the three systems readily accessible from the
Northern hemisphere (LP 107-25, LP 261-75, and
LP 796-24), spectroscopic observations were gathered
using the Tillinghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph
(TRES) on the 1.5m Tillinghast reflector at Fred
Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO). Typical expo-
sure times were 3 × (900 − 1300) s per epoch using the
medium fiber (R ≃ 44 000) and were varied at the tele-
scope depending on observing conditions.
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TABLE 1
Summary of the photometric and astrometric properties of the four systems.
Parameter LP 107-25 LP 261-75 LP 796-24 LP 991-15
2MASS identifier J21280940+6321013 J09510459+3558098 J13004029-2010434 J01234181-3833496
αICRS,2000.0 21:28:09.40 09:51:04.58 13:00:40.26 01:23:41.84
δICRS,2000.0 +63:21:01.4 +35:58:09.5 −20:10:43.8 −38:33:49.6
µα (arcsec/yr) 0.036 ± 0.008 −0.106± 0.008 −0.292± 0.002 0.243
µδ (arcsec/yr) 0.189 ± 0.008 −0.171± 0.008 −0.156± 0.002 0.000
Source 1 1 2 2MASS/NLTT
pitrig (arcsec) 0.021033 ± 0.000094 0.02945 ± 0.00014 0.02529 ± 0.00012 0.031633 ± 0.000064
G 12.749 13.833 13.980 13.736
GBP 14.163 15.635 15.840 15.541
GRP 11.586 12.541 12.692 12.455
Source 3 3 3 3
J2MASS 9.988 ± 0.024 10.577± 0.021 10.814± 0.022 10.620 ± 0.026
H2MASS 9.406 ± 0.028 9.960± 0.019 10.205± 0.025 10.059 ± 0.024
K2MASS 9.164 ± 0.022 9.690± 0.019 9.918± 0.021 9.749 ± 0.023
Spectral type . . . M4.5 M4.5 M4.5
Source . . . 4 5 5
References. — (1) Le´pine & Shara (2005), (2) Altmann et al. (2017), (3) Gaia Collaboration et al.
(2018a), (4) Reid & Walkowicz (2006), (5) Reid et al. (2003).
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Fig. 1.— Finding charts showing data from the first and second epoch Digitized Sky Survey (with the exception of LP 796-24, where the
first epoch is the SuperCOSMOS scan of the POSS-I “red” plate; Hambly et al. 2001) and the MEarth master image, in time order from
top to bottom. The circles show the approximate position and size of the photometric aperture and sky annulus used to produce light
curves from the MEarth images. All of the panels have the same orientation and scale on sky, the differences in size of the aperture and
sky annulus are due the use of a different types of CCDs for MEarth-North and MEarth-South, which have different pixel sizes.
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TABLE 2
Photometric ephemerides, eccentricity and rotation for the four systems.
Parameter LP 107-25 LP 261-75 LP 796-24 LP 991-15
T0 (BJD-TDB) 2456570.714584 2458159.731511 2457016.818868 2457269.890136
±0.000036 ±0.000020 ±0.000015 ±0.000032
P (days) 1.388417440 1.8817205 0.523438589 29.2678016
±0.000000074 ±0.0000011 ±0.000000014 ±0.0000081
Tsec (BJD-TDB) 2456571.407410 . . . 2457017.080587 . . .
±0.000069 . . . ±0.000015 . . .
Eclipse geometry total total grazing grazing
Prot (days) synchronized 2.22 synchronized 34
Note. — We refer the reader to Irwin et al. (2011a) for a discussion of the uncertainties
in rotation periods derived from MEarth data.
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LP 991-15 is also accessible with TRES, but only at
high airmass and for a limited amount of time per night.
Due to the anticipated need for a large number of long
exposures on this system to measure the spectroscopic
orbit, we opted instead to use the CHIRON instrument
on the SMARTS 1.5m telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory (CTIO). Typical exposure times
were 3× 1200 s per epoch in fiber mode (R ≃ 25 000).
These spectrographs are quite similar, so the remainder
of the discussion has been combined and is presented in
parallel for both instruments.
ThAr frames were taken before and after each set of
exposures and used for wavelength calibration. This is
standard operating procedure for TRES but should be
explicitly requested for CHIRON. Data were reduced us-
ing the standard reduction pipelines provided for both in-
struments (Buchhave et al. 2010; Tokovinin et al. 2013).
The extracted spectra were not blaze corrected to pre-
serve the photon weighting in the cross-correlations, but
the blaze function derived from the flat fields was re-
tained for later use. We note that the extracted spectra
are not sky subtracted for either instrument, and in the
case of CHIRON the instrumental background also ap-
pears to not be removed and adds substantially to the
counts seen in the extracted spectra, particularly for long
exposures. The residual instrumental background is suc-
cessfully removed by our standard background subtrac-
tion prior to cross-correlation, for which we use quartic
Legendre polynomials. In order to prevent contamina-
tion from sky emission lines or cosmic ray hits, we re-
ject emission features using 5σ clipping prior to cross-
correlation.
Observed template spectra were obtained for use in
the cross-correlation analysis. For both instruments
these were high signal to noise ratio spectra of Barnard’s
Star (Gl 699), obtained on UT 2011 April 15 for TRES
and UT 2014 September 18 for CHIRON. Following our
earlier work we adopt a Barycentric radial velocity of
−110.3±0.5 km s−1 for Barnard’s Star, where the stated
uncertainty reflects our estimate of the systematic error.
We note that this velocity zero point error propagates to
all “absolute” Barycentric velocities given in this paper,
and in particular it usually dominates the final uncer-
tainty in the γ velocity. In the tables we have given only
the random error from the Monte Carlo analysis, but
note that for most applications this should be combined
with the systematic error in the velocity zero point.
For cross-correlation analysis to determine radial ve-
locities, we use a single order of the spectrum close to
7100A˚ dominated by strong molecular features (mostly
due to TiO). For TRES this is the 41st order in the ex-
tracted spectrum file (numbering from 1 for the bluest
extracted order), where we use a wavelength range of
7065–7165A˚. This range removes part of the red end of
the order, which is contaminated by telluric absorption
features. For CHIRON we use the 46th extracted order
with a wavelength range of 7040–7120A˚. The signal to
noise ratios of the target star spectra were approximately
10−30 per pixel in this wavelength range (the pixel scale
is 0.06A˚/pix for TRES and 0.10A˚/pix for CHIRON) ex-
cept for LP 796-24 which had a signal to noise ratio of
approximately 5 per pixel.
5. SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Our initial “reconnaissance” procedure for suspected
spectroscopic binaries is as follows. We aim to obtain
exposures at one or both quadratures (as estimated from
the photometric ephemeris, assuming a circular orbit as
necessary in systems with only a single eclipse) in order to
maximize separation of the spectral lines in systems with
composite spectra. These are analyzed using standard
cross-correlation procedures (Kurtz & Mink 1998). We
also use least-squares deconvolution (LSD; Donati et al.
1997) for visualization purposes, which gives higher ve-
locity resolution for very closely separated lines at the
cost of being more sensitive to noise.
All four systems have Hα emission, and in cases where
this emission is strong the emission line can have a much
higher signal to noise ratio than the surrounding contin-
uum or the regions used for the LSD, so this feature is
also examined. It should be noted that these emission
lines have an intrinsically broad line profile with a non-
Gaussian form and originate in the chromosphere so are
not necessarily at precisely the same radial velocity as the
photosphere. Our spectra were extracted using cosmic
ray rejection, which is known to affect strong emission
features, and are neither flux calibrated nor background
subtracted, so we do not attempt to provide quantitative
measurements of this emission feature. The Hα region in
particular is contaminated by uncorrected sky emission
lines in both instruments, in addition to the large addi-
tive instrumental background in the case of the CHIRON
observations.
The appropriate method for extraction of radial veloci-
ties depends on the number of spectroscopic components
found. We now discuss the systems in order of increasing
complexity (number of components). The radial veloci-
ties are given in Table 3. We use the symbols vj for the
radial velocity of star j and h for the cross-correlation
at the best-fitting radial velocity (normalized to unity)
throughout this section.
5.1. Single-lined system (LP 261-75)
LP 261-75 was found to be single-lined, with some
rotational broadening. Radial velocities were obtained
from 8 epochs using standard cross-correlation analysis
with rotational broadening applied to the template spec-
trum immediately prior to correlation. The appropriate
amount of rotational broadening1 vb1 was determined by
searching for maximum peak correlation as a function of
vb1 for each epoch individually, adopting the mean value
of vb1 = 7.57 ± 0.10 km s
−1 (where the stated uncer-
tainty is the empirical standard error in the mean calcu-
lated from the sample of 8 measurements) for the final
analysis of all the epochs.
We note that this value of vb1 is only barely above
the spectral resolution, and could be influenced by other
sources of broadening than rotation. The treatment of
rotational broadening in the analysis is based on sam-
pling the spectrum in logλ at approximately 1/32 pixel
and neglects any rotational broadening which might be
1 Where we denote the rotational broadening applied to star j as
vbj . We make an explicit distinction between assumed or adopted
broadening in the correlation analysis using this symbol and true
rotational broadening vrot sin i, which is not necessarily the same,
as discussed in the text.
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TABLE 3
Radial velocity data.
BJD-TDB v1 v2 v3 h texp
(days) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (s)
LP 107-25 (α = 0.0748, β = 0.2048, vb1, vb2 = 15.5, 6.7 km/s)
2456560.6761 33.524 −124.200 −9.361 0.9435 2700
2456573.7180 −40.958 94.424 −14.312 0.8713 2700
2456574.7155 22.625 −87.527 −14.641 0.9280 2700
2456575.7592 25.449 −90.200 −14.774 0.8971 3600
2456576.7053 −43.197 103.919 −15.159 0.9227 3000
2456578.6669 35.967 −121.785 −16.004 0.9327 2700
2457583.9030 38.591 −119.870 −22.153 0.8683 3000
LP 261-75 (vb1 = 7.57 km/s)
2458082.9421 −25.724 . . . . . . 0.8750 3600
2458083.9371 16.321 . . . . . . 0.8922 3600
2458107.0107 −2.686 . . . . . . 0.8374 3600
2458107.9946 −4.583 . . . . . . 0.8233 3600
2458119.0290 −21.240 . . . . . . 0.8719 3900
2458119.9922 9.527 . . . . . . 0.8693 3900
2458172.8909 −4.056 . . . . . . 0.8448 3600
2458187.7043 11.282 . . . . . . 0.8778 3600
LP 991-15 (α = 0.6510)
2456948.5523 −2.879 22.267 . . . 0.8910 3600
2456951.5435 −16.642 38.432 . . . 0.8927 3600
2456954.5368 −9.545 30.287 . . . 0.9188 3600
2456955.5368 −7.524 27.199 . . . 0.9146 3600
2456957.6848 −2.192 21.981 . . . 0.8679 3600
2456965.5309 14.733 1.205 . . . 0.9219 3600
2456972.6082 32.169 −18.928 . . . 0.9240 3600
2456976.6687 19.769 −4.407 . . . 0.8909 3600
2456978.6783 −13.175 34.477 . . . 0.8927 3600
2456996.5986 18.827 −2.756 . . . 0.8650 3600
2456998.5887 23.689 −8.781 . . . 0.8838 3600
2457002.5769 33.801 −20.652 . . . 0.9027 3600
2457003.6872 35.629 −22.681 . . . 0.8976 3600
2457004.6962 33.558 −20.900 . . . 0.9022 3600
2457005.5698 25.569 −10.817 . . . 0.8625 3600
2457008.6712 −16.636 39.062 . . . 0.8931 3600
2457009.5970 −17.367 39.107 . . . 0.9097 3600
2457010.6070 −15.547 37.708 . . . 0.9167 3600
2457013.5569 −8.348 28.807 . . . 0.9092 3600
2457014.5480 −6.102 25.704 . . . 0.8468 3600
2457015.5512 −3.587 23.314 . . . 0.8868 3600
2457016.5503 −1.238 20.438 . . . 0.9020 3600
2457017.6878 1.135 17.841 . . . 0.8831 3600
2457018.5646 3.278 15.746 . . . 0.8702 3600
2457031.6008 33.469 −20.823 . . . 0.8781 3600
2457032.6102 35.108 −22.568 . . . 0.8943 3600
2457033.5890 35.156 −22.029 . . . 0.9177 3600
2457047.5634 2.372 15.914 . . . 0.9201 3600
2457180.8935 29.556 −15.840 . . . 0.8678 3600
2457182.8806 −5.700 26.214 . . . 0.8342 3600
present in the template spectrum, so it is only approxi-
mate for small vb1 and could potentially also impact the
results. This should therefore not be treated as a mea-
surement of the rotational broadening.
Radial velocity uncertainties were derived from the
scatter in the residuals during fitting and were approxi-
mately 0.14 km s−1 for this system.
5.2. Double-lined system (LP 991-15)
LP 991-15 was observed after only a single eclipse had
been detected, so the orbital period was unknown and
it was not possible to arrange to take data at the opti-
mum orbital phase. After obtaining several epochs with
insufficient velocity separation between the components
we eventually determined this object to be double-lined,
with negligible rotational broadening, and obtained a to-
tal of 38 epochs. Radial velocities were derived using
TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh 1994), following the proce-
dures in Irwin et al. (2011b). Eight epochs with velocity
separation |v1− v2| < 10 km s
−1 were discarded, leaving
30 epochs for the final analysis. The spectroscopic light
ratio α was derived by searching for the maximum sum of
the squares of the peak correlation over all the remain-
ing epochs, and gave α = 0.6510. The radial velocity
uncertainties derived during fitting were approximately
0.16 km s−1 for the primary and 0.31 km s−1 for the
secondary.
5.3. Triple-lined systems (LP 107-25 and LP 796-24)
LP 107-25 and LP 796-24 were both found to be triple-
lined with distant, slowly rotating companions, and an
inner, rapidly rotating eclipsing binary pair. Throughout
the discussion of these objects, we refer to the eclipsing
binary pair as the “primary” and “secondary”, and the
third star as the “tertiary”, with respective indices 1, 2
and 3, even though in the case of LP 796-24 it is possible
the star we refer to as the “tertiary” is the most massive.
Radial velocities for these triple-lined systems were de-
rived using TRICOR (Zucker et al. 1995), which is the
extension of the TODCOR method to three dimensions.
This requires three template spectra and two light ratio
parameters α and β. In the present case all three tem-
plates were the same spectrum of Barnard’s Star but were
allowed to have different amounts of rotational broaden-
ing. As for the analysis of LP 991-15, two epochs for
LP 107-25 with velocity separation |v1−v2| < 10 km s
−1
were discarded.
In both objects star 3 was found to have negligible
rotational broadening, so none was applied to the tem-
plate, and stars 1 and 2 were found to be rotating syn-
chronously within the uncertainties, so the vb values for
these stars were fixed to the values calculated from the
models presented in the following sections, leaving only
the two parameters α and β to be determined using TRI-
COR.
For LP 107-25, the velocity uncertainties derived dur-
ing fitting were approximately 1.6 km s−1 for the primary
and tertiary, and 2.5 km s−1 for the fainter secondary.
For LP 796-24, we only obtained 3 usable epochs with
low signal to noise ratios, which yielded unusually low
peak correlation. The velocities and light ratios do not
seem to be reliably determined. We therefore do not
present them in the table, and due to the lack of spectro-
scopic information needed for a full solution of this sys-
tem, we only present the ephemeris and show the MEarth
light curve in this paper.
6. MODELS
We use a simplified version of the procedure de-
scribed in Irwin et al. (2011b) to model the light
curves and radial velocities simultaneously for the
multiple-lined systems, which is based on the Nelson-
Davis-Etzel model (Nelson & Davis 1972; Etzel 1981;
Popper & Etzel 1981) and its descendant JKTEBOP
(Southworth et al. 2004a,b). Since the Irwin et al.
(2011b) publication, the light curve generator was
rewritten2, and now uses the analytic method of
Mandel & Agol (2002) to perform the eclipse calcula-
tions. This model is physically equivalent but avoids the
2 This software is available online at the following URL:
https://github.com/mdwarfgeek/eb
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trade-off between performance and accuracy inherent in
the original implementation (due to use of numerical in-
tegration).
Table 4 summarizes the parameters in the models and
their symbols used in the text and tables, and Table
5 gives the values adopted for each system (excluding
LP 796-24, where we did not undertake a full solution).
We refer the reader to Irwin et al. (2011b) for a discus-
sion of the choice of priors for these parameters, which
have been adopted here except as noted in the text. The
values of the modified Jeffreys prior parameter Ka used
in the radial velocity analysis were set to 10% of the sj
parameters for the radial velocities.
Similar to our analysis of other single-lined systems
(e.g., Irwin et al. 2010 and the MEarth transiting plan-
ets) a light curve model with a completely dark secondary
was used for LP 261-75, with the photometric ephemeris
imposed on the radial velocity solution using priors for
simplicity given that the solution of such systems is essen-
tially separable. This used the same underlying model as
for the multiple-lined systems, but neglecting ellipsoidal
variation and light travel time (due to lack of knowledge
of the radial velocity semiamplitude of the secondary),
the reflection effect, and gravity darkening. The radial
velocity model fitting for this single-lined system was
done using the same implementation as Winters et al.
(2018) with priors as described there.
In the following subsections we highlight several points
of note specific to the present analysis.
6.1. Limb darkening and gravity darkening
Our photometry was all gathered using MEarth, which
was changed to a non-standard filter bandpass during
the 2011 summer shutdown and used for all data an-
alyzed here, so limb darkening coefficients now require
more careful treatment. In addition, as discussed by
Torres et al. (2017), gravity darkening coefficients are
needed.
To allow the use of limb darkening and gravity dark-
ening coefficients from standard tabulations, transforma-
tion equations were derived from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey i and z filters to MEarth. These calculations were
performed with the Limb Darkening Toolkit (LDTK;
Parviainen & Aigrain 2015) using PHOENIX model at-
mospheres from Husser et al. (2013) and the MEarth
transmission function from Dittmann et al. (2016). We
use the quadratic limb darkening law throughout the cal-
culations.
Over the appropriate range of spectral type needed in
this work, the following equation was found to be suffi-
cient:
u(MEarth) = [2u(i) + 3u(z)] /5 (1)
where u(passband) refers to the limb darkening coeffi-
cient in each passband, and the transformation equa-
tion is the same for the linear and quadratic coefficients,
which we denote as u and u′ in this work due to use
of the usual symbols for other purposes. We further as-
sume that the same transformation applies to the gravity
darkening coefficients.
Limb darkening coefficients were adopted from the ta-
bles of Claret et al. (2012), using fixed values of log g =
5.0, and the least-squares method, and interpolated in ef-
fective temperature Teff . Gravity darkening coefficients
were adopted from Claret & Bloemen (2011) using the
same value of log g and PHOENIX atmosphere models
but interpolated in the native logTeff abscissa used in
the table. These tables give the quantity y(λ)β in the
notation of Torres et al. (2017) needed as input to the
light curve model directly (we note that the definition of
the symbol y used in Claret & Bloemen 2011 differs from
the definition we and Torres et al. 2017 use).
Effective temperatures are not well-constrained for any
of our targets, so we use the tables of Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013) for main sequence stars3 to estimate Teff with lin-
ear interpolation. For the multiple-lined systems LP 107-
25 and LP 991-15 we interpolate using the measured com-
ponent masses. For the single-lined system LP 261-75
we use the spectral type given in Table 1. The adopted
values for all four objects are given in Table 5. Preci-
sion in excess of 50 K is not warranted, especially given
the intrinsic scatter and propensity for systematic error
in effective temperature scales for M-dwarfs, so the Teff
values were rounded to the nearest 50 K.
6.2. Third light
Two of our systems (LP 107-25 and LP 796-24) have
a large amount of third light, which dilutes the mea-
sured eclipse depths and must be accounted for in the
light curve solutions. The determination of this quan-
tity from otherwise unconstrained light curve models is
a notoriously degenerate problem (e.g., Nelson & Davis
1972) and it is likely our ground-based light curves lack
the precision required to attempt this.
In order to make progress, we use the spectroscopic
measurements. The quantity required as input to the
model is the third light divided by total light in the
observed photometric bandpass, which we denote as
L3/Ltot where Lj is the light of the jth star, in arbitrary
units, and Ltot = L1 +L2 +L3. The TRICOR solutions
provide two light ratios α ≃ L2/L1 and β ≃ L3/L1 where
the approximations serve to emphasize the assumption
that the effective bandpass of the spectroscopic measure-
ment matches that of the photometry. This is not the
case, so the resulting value of the third light parame-
ter inherits an uncertainty from this procedure which we
discuss in more detail in §7.1. We apply this constraint
using a Gaussian prior, adopting a standard deviation of
0.05.
The LP 261-75 and LP 991-15 systems do not show any
evidence of third light in the spectroscopy or in imaging
observations, so we adopt a fixed value of L3 = 0.
6.3. Light ratios
As discussed in Irwin et al. (2011b), in most grazing
configurations it is also necessary to impose a spectro-
scopic constraint on the light ratio L2/L1 using the TOD-
COR (or TRICOR) α parameter when working with
ground-based light curves.
In the case of LP 261-75 there is no evidence for light
from the secondary in the light curves or spectra so this
was fixed to zero, which is equivalent to fixing J = 0.
The eclipse is total so the light curves are then sufficient
to constrain all three geometric parameters R2/R1, cos i,
and (R1 +R2)/a.
3 From http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_
UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt version 2017.10.19.
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TABLE 4
Definition of parameters used in the models.
Parameter Description
J Central surface brightness ratio (secondary / primary) in MEarth.
(R1 + R2)/a Sum of the component radii R1 and R2 divided by semimajor axis a.
R2/R1 Radius ratio.
cos i Cosine of orbital inclination i.
e cosω Eccentricity e multiplied by cosine of argument of periastron ω.
e sinω Eccentricity multiplied by sine of argument of periastron.
u1 Linear limb darkening coefficient for primary.
u′1 Quadratic limb darkening coefficient for primary.
u2 Linear limb darkening coefficient for secondary.
u′2 Quadratic limb darkening coefficient for secondary.
(yβ)1 Product of gravity darkening coefficient and exponent for primary.
(yβ)2 Product of gravity darkening coefficient and exponent for secondary.
A1 Albedo of primary.
A2 Albedo of secondary.
L2/L1 Light ratio (secondary/primary).
L3/Ltot Third light divided by total system light.
F1 Rotation parameter of primary (orbital period / rotation period).
a11 Primary out-of-eclipse sine coefficient for fundamental.
b11 Primary out-of-eclipse cosine coefficient for fundamental.
a12 Primary out-of-eclipse sine coefficient for 2nd harmonic.
b12 Primary out-of-eclipse cosine coefficient for 2nd harmonic.
K1 Radial velocity semiamplitude of primary (for SB1s).
q Mass ratio, M2/M1.
K1 +K2 Sum of radial velocity semiamplitudes (for SB2s).
γ Systemic radial velocity.
P Orbital period.
T0 Epoch of inferior conjunction.
zj Magnitude zero point for light curve segment j (see §6.6).
sj For light curves, error scaling factor for light curve j.
For radial velocities, this parameter sets the adopted radial velocity
uncertainty according to σij = sj/hi for data point i of star j,
where hi is the peak normalized cross-correlation from Table 3.
C Common mode coefficient (described in §6.6).
Note. — This table updates Table 5 from Irwin et al. (2011b). We have changed
some of the symbols and amended the descriptions following changes to the software,
but the parameter set is reproduced here in full for convenience.
In LP 107-25 and LP 991-15, we apply the spectro-
scopic constraint using a Gaussian prior with a mean
given by the spectroscopic value and a standard devia-
tion of 0.05. It serves different roles in each object due
to their configurations. In LP 107-25, due to the to-
tally eclipsing geometry this constraint merely serves to
supplement the information provided by the third light
constraint. For LP 991-15, the spectroscopic constraint
supplies essentially all of the information on the combi-
nation of J and R2/R1 in this system due to the grazing
geometry combined with the lack of secondary eclipses.
6.4. Radius ratio
In LP 991-15, we need an additional constraint due
to the lack of secondary eclipses, which would usually
serve to constrain the parameter J (this is essentially
determined by the relative depths of the primary and
secondary eclipses and the adopted limb darkening law).
To make progress in this system, we use the empir-
ical mass-radius relation of Bayless & Orosz (2006) to
calculate the radius ratio from the measured component
masses, and impose this as a Gaussian prior on R2/R1.
We adopt a standard deviation of 0.05 on this radius ra-
tio, based on the observed dispersion in the mass-radius
relation. It is important to note that the results depend
on the adopted mass-radius relation, the implications of
which are discussed in §7.5.
6.5. Spots
All four systems show evidence of spots. The solutions
in this work are preliminary in nature, so we have not un-
dertaken a detailed treatment of the effect of these spots
on the derived parameters. Instead, we simply adopt a
standard “non-eclipsed spots” model in the terminology
of Irwin et al. (2011b), placing the spots on the primary
star. In the case of LP 107-25 and LP 261-75 it is un-
likely the spots responsible for the modulations could be
on any other component due to the large light ratios (and
for LP 107-25 and LP 796-24 the synchronous rotation
periods argue against the origin of the modulations be-
ing the tertiary, which has no rotational broadening in
the spectroscopy for either object), but we have not at-
tempted to allow for the effect of spot latitude (relative
to the eclipse chord) by varying the “fraction of eclipsed
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TABLE 5
Adopted parameters for each system.
Parameter LP 107-25 LP 261-75 LP 991-15
J varied 0 varied
(R1 + R2)/a varied varied varied
R2/R1 varied varied 0.871 ± 0.050
cos i varied varied varied
e cosω varied 0 varied
e sinω varied 0 varied
Teff1 (K) 3500 3100 3150
Teff2 (K) 3050 . . . 3050
u1 0.1857 0.2352 0.2269
u′1 0.3205 0.4008 0.3932
u2 0.2856 0 0.2856
u′2 0.4549 0 0.4549
(yβ)1 0.2478 0 0.2978
(yβ)2 0.3203 0 0.3203
A1 0.4 0 0.4
A2 0.4 0 0.4
L2/L1 0.075± 0.050 0 0.651 ± 0.050
L3/Ltot 0.160± 0.050 0 0
F1 1.0 varied varied
a11 varied varied varied
b11 varied varied varied
a12 0 varied 0
b12 0 varied 0
K1 . . . varied . . .
q varied . . . varied
K1 +K2 varied . . . varied
γ varied varied varied
P varied varied varied
T0 varied varied varied
Note. — In this table, values without uncertainties indi-
cate the parameter was fixed at this value, and values with
uncertainties indicate the parameter was varied subject to a
Gaussian prior with the mean and standard deviation given.
The effective temperatures given are the values assumed
when interpolating limb darkening and gravity darkening
coefficients.
spots” parameter.
We caution that a more detailed treatment of the effect
of spots would be necessary in any possible future use of
these systems to derive precise estimates of light curve
parameters and stellar radii.
6.6. Light curve nuisance parameters
Light curves from MEarth require correction for mag-
nitude zero point offsets (predominantly thought to be
caused by flat fielding error) when the target crosses the
meridian and also when the instrument is removed from
the telescope for servicing. In the light curves each place
where a new magnitude zero point is needed is given a
unique integer “segment number”, and we use these to
apply the correction, adding a new free parameter zj to
the model for the magnitude zero point in each “seg-
ment” j appearing in each light curve.
We also inflate the observational uncertainties by
adding error scaling parameters sl for each light curve
l (in the electronic table provided with the manuscript,
these are identified by different “dataset names” in the
second column). In the case of LP 261-75, the datasets
observed using different telescopes on the same night
were combined for this purpose so we use one s pa-
rameter per night rather than the usual practice which
would have assigned separate parameters to each tele-
scope. LP 991-15 was observed in a similar fashion on
two nights but these were found to benefit from being left
with separate sl coefficients due to tracking problems on
specific telescopes.
Variations in atmospheric water vapor also intro-
duce systematic variations in the MEarth photometry.
This effect has been discussed in detail elsewhere (e.g.,
Irwin et al. 2011a; Newton et al. 2016). The photomet-
ric corrections are derived by averaging the light curves of
all M-dwarfs observed at a given time from telescopes at
the same site to produce a “common mode” light curve.
In order to average as many target stars as possible this
must be done in bins of roughly the standard observa-
tional cadence, which are 0.02 days. We find this sam-
pling is too coarse to reliably correct high-cadence fol-
lowup light curves such as used during eclipse windows
in the present work, and in some cases such as LP 261-75
multiple telescopes were used to observe the same target,
which adversely impacts determination of the common
mode itself. We therefore apply this correction only to
long-term light curves with out-of-eclipse parts of the
time series and not the individual eclipses observed for
followup. We use the symbol C for the common mode co-
efficient, which should be the same for all telescopes ob-
serving the same target, so only one coefficient is needed.
6.7. Method of solution and uncertainties
Non-linear least-squares model fitting (using MPFIT;
Markwardt 2009; or leastsq from scipy.optimize in
the case of LP 261-75) was performed to initialize the
parameters and covariance matrices prior to the final
Monte Carlo simulations. These fits used iterative 5σ
outlier rejection for the light curves, and the resulting
clipped light curves were the ones used in the Monte
Carlo simulations. These outliers are predominantly in
the out-of-eclipse monitoring portions and usually cor-
respond to bad images (e.g., pointing errors, tracking
problems, or clouds) and occasional stellar flares. The
appropriate value of σ was calculated using a robust me-
dian absolute deviation (MAD) estimator, scaled to the
Gaussian equivalent rms (e.g., Hoaglin et al. 1983).
Parameters and uncertainties were estimated using
Monte Carlo simulations. For the multiple-lined sys-
tems, we used the same Adaptive Metropolis method
used in Irwin et al. (2011b), with chains run for 2× 106
steps, discarding the first 50% of these to allow the
chain to “burn in” before being used for parameter es-
timation. For LP 261-75 we used the emcee package
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) with 250 walkers each run
for a burn in of 104 steps, followed by 2× 104 steps used
for parameter estimation (resulting in a total of 5 × 106
samples from the posterior probability density function).
In this paper we report the median as the central value
and the 68.3 percentile of the absolute deviation of the
posterior samples about the median as the uncertainty.
This change was made compared to our previous work
to produce symmetric uncertainties and thereby simplify
interpretation of the results.
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7. DISCUSSION AND ORBITAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we first discuss a difficulty common to
several of the objects, and then present solutions and dis-
cussion for each of the four objects individually. We give
the jump parameters used in the Monte Carlo simula-
tions and any derived parameters such as masses which
are determined robustly. Derived parameters which are
not well-determined are not presented, and while we have
given sufficient information to calculate these we caution
against doing so given their uncertainties. Consequently
we also do not present comparisons to theoretical models,
which would be premature given the preliminary nature
of the solutions.
7.1. Spectroscopic vs photometric light ratios
An important source of uncertainty, and potentially
also systematic error, in the models of the multiple-lined
systems presented here (LP 107-25 and LP 991-15) re-
sults from the need to compute light ratios appropriate
for models of the MEarth photometry using quantities
measured spectroscopically with the TODCOR or TRI-
COR α and β parameters.
These problems arise if the components of the multi-
ple system are not spectroscopically identical. In such
cases the α or β parameters then depend not only on the
appropriate light ratio, but also on the degree to which
the depths of the absorption lines resemble the ones in
the template (in this case, Barnard’s Star). The addi-
tion of rotational broadening and the need to correct for
differences between the spectroscopic and photometric
bandpasses present further complications.
We conducted simulations using PHOENIX model at-
mospheres from Husser et al. (2013) to estimate the ap-
propriate transformation between the measured spectro-
scopic ratios and light ratios in the MEarth bandpass.
We find that these appear to depend strongly on metal-
licity in addition to effective temperature (we speculate
that this may be due to the use of molecular absorp-
tion features, predominantly due to TiO, when comput-
ing the spectroscopic ratios). Given that neither of these
quantities are well determined for our targets, we have
not attempted to apply any corrections for the present
analysis. Instead, we simply use the spectroscopic values
without correction and adopt an uncertainty of ±0.05,
which we find to be a reasonable approximation to the
error introduced by not applying the corrections over re-
alistic ranges in effective temperature and metallicity.
This strongly downweights the small value of α for
LP 107-25, where we find the appropriate correction fac-
tor is ill-determined due to the large difference in stellar
type between the primary and the secondary. In this sys-
tem, the third light parameter appropriate for the light
curve models is better determined by virtue of a smaller
spectral mismatch between the tertiary and primary so
is given more weight in the solution. The alternative as-
sumption of a constant relative error in the light ratio
would assign too much weight to ratios far from unity.
We caution that this procedure is still somewhat ar-
bitrary and has an impact on the resulting uncertainties
in the physical parameters of interest, which is clearly
undesirable. At present, it is difficult to make further
progress using the same method until effective temper-
atures and metallicities can be constrained observation-
TABLE 6
Parameters and uncertainties for
LP 107-25.
Parameter Value
Jump parameters
J 0.5035± 0.0029
(R1 +R2)/a 0.13931 ± 0.00077
R2/R1 0.431 ± 0.012
cos i 0.0202± 0.0062
e cos ω −0.001564 ± 0.000081
e sinω 0.0040± 0.0021
q 0.3529± 0.0075
a11 −0.00111 ± 0.00016
b11 −0.00348 ± 0.00023
(K1 +K2) (km/s) 159.3± 1.3
γ (km/s) −5.29± 0.54
C 0.557 ± 0.021
s1 (km/s) 1.50± 0.45
s2 (km/s) 2.26± 0.66
Derived parameters
i (deg) 88.84± 0.36
M1 (M⊙) 0.430 ± 0.010
M2 (M⊙) 0.1518± 0.0046
(R1 +R2) (R⊙) 0.6092± 0.0061
R1 (R⊙) 0.4256± 0.0065
R2 (R⊙) 0.1836± 0.0031
ally for our targets, and even with this information the
results would still depend on the model atmospheres. A
possible solution to the latter problem would be to use
multiple systems which are resolved both visually and
spectroscopically to calibrate empirical relations between
photometric and spectroscopic light ratios, but there are
not currently enough examples of such objects known to
attempt to derive these relations.
A potentially superior approach for the two triple sys-
tems with distant tertiaries (LP 107-25 and LP 796-24)
may be to attempt to resolve the tertiary from the inner
binary using imaging observations in order to measure
L3/(L1 + L2) directly. Such observations are not cur-
rently available, and these systems are distant, resulting
in small expected angular separations, but this may be
a fruitful avenue for future work. Light curves obtained
in the same bandpass as the imaging observations could
then be analyzed by imposing the measured light ratios
directly, without incurring transformation uncertainties.
7.2. LP 107-25
Figure 2 shows the light curve and radial velocities for
this system, and Table 6 gives our preliminary orbital
solution. There is a small displacement in the secondary
eclipse timing, where the eclipse appears approximately
two minutes early compared to the prediction for a cir-
cular orbit. We have allowed non-zero eccentricity in
the solution to account for this, which appears predomi-
nantly as a non-zero value of e cosω. The value of e sinω
is consistent with zero within reasonable uncertainties,
especially when accounting for the tendency of solutions
with limited numbers of radial velocities to overfit this
quantity. Consequently the argument of periastron ω is
ill-determined and we do not provide individual values
for e and ω in the table.
A background star is seen overlapping the MEarth
photometric aperture in Figure 1. This is not the star
responsible for the third light, and is not included in
the TRES fiber, which has a smaller diameter than
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Fig. 2.— Top panels: phase-folded light curve for LP 107-25. Bottom panels: radial velocity curve. In each case there are two sub-panels,
with the upper showing the data with the best fit overlaid, and the lower showing the residuals from the best fit. For the light curves, the
magnitude zero point offsets and common mode have been removed to flatten the instrumental baseline, leaving only suspected astrophysical
variations. Outliers rejected from the solution are shown in red. When plotting the residuals, the original data are shown in grey, and
black points show the same data binned in phase into 100 equal size bins. For the radial velocities, square symbols show the velocities for
the primary and filled circles for the secondary. The residuals for the two components are offset vertically for clarity.
the MEarth photometric aperture. This contaminating
star is 4.72 magnitudes fainter than the target in the
GAIA GRP passband, and is bluer than the target in the
GBP−GRP color, so the contribution to the MEarth pho-
tometry should be negligible compared to the uncertainty
inherited from the TRICOR-derived value of β/(1+α+β)
for the brighter star that is the source of the third light
in the spectroscopy.
We regard our solution as preliminary in both the
masses, due to the limited number and quality of the
radial velocities, and the possibility of a long-term trend
due to the outer orbit; and in the radii due to the large
amount of third light contamination. It is likely the un-
certainties are underestimated as a result of these issues,
and due to neglecting correlated noise in the analysis.
Comparison of these quantities to the predictions of the-
oretical models would therefore be premature, and we
have not undertaken such an analysis at present.
7.3. LP 261-75
Table 7 gives our orbital solution for LP 261-75, and
Figures 3 and 4 show this model overplotted on the data
used in the analysis. We also observed several secondary
eclipse windows which were not included in the models,
but are shown in Figure 5 to justify the choice of fixing
J = 0 in the solution.
We caution that the primary eclipse light curves show
evidence of frequent spot crossings in the residuals, and
the depths appear to be somewhat variable, meaning our
nominal value for the radius ratio may exhibit system-
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Fig. 3.— Light curves for LP 261-75 with the best fit overlaid. Left panels: primary eclipse windows with the out-of-eclipse modulation
and magnitude zero point offsets removed to flatten the baseline. Different eclipses are offset vertically for clarity, and the cycle number
(integer part of the normalized orbital phase) is given on the right. Right panels: out-of-eclipse modulation with the eclipse windows
removed. Only the instrumental effects (magnitude zero point offsets and common mode) were corrected. The phases where eclipses were
observed are indicated with arrows at the top of the diagram, giving the appropriate cycle numbers. When plotting the residuals, the
original data are shown in grey, and black points show the same data binned in phase into 50 equal size bins.
TABLE 7
Parameters and uncertainties for
LP 261-75.
Parameter Value
Light curve jump parameters
R2/R1 0.29484 ± 0.00034
(R1 + R2)/a 0.08843 ± 0.00035
cos i 0.0152 ± 0.0011
F1 0.84704 ± 0.00019
a11 0.00299 ± 0.00025
b11 0.00866 ± 0.00025
a12 −0.00125 ± 0.00019
b12 0.00396 ± 0.00021
C 0.787± 0.069
Radial velocity jump parameters
γ (km/s) −5.193± 0.054
K1 (km/s) 21.942± 0.081
s1 (km/s) 0.125± 0.037
Derived parameters (MLR-independent)
i (deg) 89.131± 0.065
e (95% credible) < 0.007
f1(M) (M⊙) 0.002060 ± 0.000023
Derived parameters (MLR-dependent)
q 0.2166 ± 0.0041
M1 (M⊙) 0.300± 0.015
M2 (M⊙) 0.0650 ± 0.0020
R1 (R⊙) 0.3131 ± 0.0049
R2 (R⊙) 0.0923 ± 0.0015
vrot,1 (km/s) 7.13 ± 0.11
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Fig. 4.— Single-lined radial velocity orbit for LP 261-75 with the
best fit overlaid (top) and residuals (bottom).
atic errors depending on the distribution of spots on the
stellar photosphere. The stellar spin and orbital period
are not synchronized, which provides some information
on the influence of the asymmetric component of the spot
distribution (e.g., as discussed in Irwin et al. 2011b) but
the number of eclipses available at present is rather lim-
ited so we have not attempted such an analysis.
Additional trial solutions were run allowing a different
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Fig. 5.— Secondary eclipse window for LP 261-75. Top panel:
individual light curves with baseline flattened as Figure 3, with the
secondary eclipse duration indicated by vertical red lines. Bottom
panel: combined, phase-folded light curve, with bins as described
for Figure 3. No secondary eclipse is detected.
radius ratio for each of the 8 primary eclipses to estimate
the contribution of this source of error. The resulting
unweighted mean of these radius ratios was found to be
compatible with the joint solution given in Table 7 but
the empirical error in the mean was 0.0012, or 0.00064
rejecting one outlier (the eclipse numbered 7 in Fig. 3).
We therefore suggest the uncertainty reported for this
parameter in the table may need to be inflated to account
for the effect of the spot crossings.
We further note that the two velocities close to orbital
phase 1.0 shown at the right-hand side of Figure 4 in-
advertently overlapped the primary eclipse at the end
of the exposures, so could be influenced by the Rossiter-
McLaughlin effect. The resulting velocity anomaly would
be approximately +0.1 km s−1 for these data points if the
system is spin-orbit aligned. While they do show slightly
elevated positive residuals compared to the model, we
do not consider them to be significant at present. The
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect has not been accounted for in
modeling, and while the estimated observational uncer-
tainties (via the s1 parameter) are inflated by the pres-
ence of these residuals it is still possible some systematic
errors exist in γ and K1 and any parameters derived
therefrom.
Since this is a single-lined spectroscopic binary, an es-
timate of the primary mass is needed to derive the prop-
erties of the secondary. LP 261-75 is a close kinematic
match to the AB Dor moving group (e.g., Gagne´ et al.
2015), so we must first assess the age of the system in
order to determine which relations are appropriate for
estimating the primary mass. Using our value for the
γ velocity and the astrometric parameters in Table 1
we obtain (U, V,W ) = (−5.9± 1.1,−28.7± 1.3,−14.8±
0.9) km s−1. We quantify the kinematic match to AB
Dor using the BANYAN Σ web tool (Gagne´ et al. 2018),
obtaining a membership probability of 99%. However,
there must also be independent observational evidence
of youth before an object can be considered a moving
group member, which we now proceed to examine.
This analysis is complicated by the structure of the
AB Dor moving group. AB Dor “stream” stars do not
appear to all have the same age and chemical composi-
tion, with the population likely consisting of a subsam-
ple of young stars which share a common origin with
the main AB Dor “nucleus”, whereas the rest proba-
bly do not (e.g., Barenfeld et al. 2013). The age of the
nucleus and young stream members of AB Dor is esti-
mated to be 130–200Myr in the recent work of Bell et al.
(2015). Ages in this range have also been suggested to ex-
plain the observed properties of the M-dwarf primary in
the present system, predominantly its high activity level
(e.g., Reid & Walkowicz 2006; Shkolnik et al. 2009), but
it is important to note that activity can be influenced
by tides in close spectroscopic binaries, and we further
find that strong Hα activity and rotation periods of a few
days may persist beyond 1 Gyr in some mid-M systems
(e.g., Irwin et al. 2011a; Newton et al. 2016).
We do not find any clear observational evidence of
youth in LP 261-75 at present. The position of the
system on an MG vs GBP − GRP color-magnitude dia-
gram (Figure 6) falls at the red end of the main locus
of MEarth targets, which could simply result from high
metallicity (e.g., Dittmann et al. 2016). The density of
the primary is constrained from the light curve analy-
sis, but is not strongly discriminating once we account
for the known tendency of stellar models to underpre-
dict the radii of field stars. The properties of the sec-
ondary are more sensitive to age, with evolutionary mod-
els (Chabrier et al. 2000; Baraffe et al. 2003) predicting
the secondary would be approximately 0.14 − 0.15 R⊙
and sufficiently luminous to produce a secondary eclipse
of several percent in MEarth if it was in the 100−200Myr
age range. The observed properties of the secondary and
the lack of secondary eclipses are instead more consistent
with the model predictions for Gyr ages.
Based on this argument, we conclude that the sys-
tem is likely sufficiently old to apply relations for normal
field stars to estimate the primary mass. We therefore
use the K-band mass-luminosity relation (MLR) from
Benedict et al. (2016) in conjunction with the 2MASS K-
band magnitude and parallax from Table 1. We assume
an uncertainty of 0.09 mag in absolute magnitude on the
MLR, as stated in Table 12 of Benedict et al. (2016), and
use the double-exponential form (absolute magnitude as
a function of mass) which we find is better behaved at
the extremes of the mass range than the polynomial re-
lations. The parameters depending on the adopted MLR
are indicated in Table 7.
7.4. LP 796-24
Figure 7 shows the light curve for this system. As
discussed in §5, the spectroscopic quantities are not reli-
ably measured, so we have not attempted a full solution
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Fig. 6.— MG versus GBP − GRP color-magnitude diagram of
the Nutzman & Charbonneau (2008) parent sample for MEarth-
North, using the 2MASS cross-match table provided in GAIA DR2
to retrieve the GAIA data, and excluding known unresolved multi-
ples. The criteria given in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b) were
used to filter potentially contaminated GBP and GRP measure-
ments based on the excess factor. LP 261-75 is plotted in solid
black, and the position is indicated by the dashed lines.
and provide only the orbital ephemeris determined from
the MEarth light curves in Table 2. Higher signal to
noise ratio spectra, reliably detecting all three compo-
nents, would be needed for a full analysis.
7.5. LP 991-15
Figure 8 shows the eclipse light curves for this system,
and Figure 9 shows the out-of-eclipse modulation and the
radial velocities. The orbital solution is given in Table 8.
Due to the lack of secondary eclipses, the light curve
parameters in this system depend on the assumptions
(in particular, the spectroscopic light ratio α and the
adopted prior in the radius ratio) to a greater degree
than is usual for double-lined eclipsing binaries with more
normal configurations showing two eclipses. The surface
brightness ratio parameter J , which is usually derived
from the relative depths of the primary and secondary
eclipses, is largely unconstrained by the data in this sys-
tem, but it is still needed to interpret the observed pri-
mary eclipse depth to extract cos i and (R1 +R2)/a.
While the radius ratio is not determined, in theory
the sum of the radii is still constrained by the observed
eclipse duration. In practice, however, this inference also
depends on other assumptions such as limb darkening pa-
rameters and third light to an extent which is not taken
into account by the Monte Carlo procedure we have used
to estimate uncertainties, and we do not attempt to pro-
TABLE 8
Parameters and uncertainties for
LP 991-15.
Parameter Value
Jump parameters
J (see note) 0.93± 0.12
(R1 + R2)/a 0.01455 ± 0.00021
cos i 0.01957 ± 0.00071
e cosω 0.0136 ± 0.0011
e sinω 0.51645 ± 0.00095
q 0.8489 ± 0.0024
F1 0.86340 ± 0.00056
a11 0.00622 ± 0.00031
b11 0.00578 ± 0.00031
(K1 +K2) (km/s) 57.605 ± 0.088
γ (km/s) 8.727± 0.026
C 1.042± 0.025
s1 (km/s) 0.143± 0.020
s2 (km/s) 0.277± 0.037
Derived parameters
i (deg) 88.878 ± 0.041
e 0.51664 ± 0.00096
ω (deg) 88.49± 0.13
M1 (M⊙) 0.1969 ± 0.0011
M2 (M⊙) 0.16715 ± 0.00072
Note. — The value of J is deter-
mined by the combination of the pri-
ors on R2/R1 and L2/L1 and is not
constrained observationally. We state it
only for completeness.
vide or interpret this parameter given these difficulties.
This system is therefore not currently useful to test the
mass-radius relation. It is possible future highly precise
light curves may be able to alleviate some of these de-
generacies in models of the primary eclipse.
The component masses are well-determined, and while
they depend on cos i from the light curve solution, the
mere existence of primary eclipses is largely sufficient to
constrain sin i for this purpose given the long orbital pe-
riod. We caution that it is likely the uncertainties in
the masses stated in Table 8 have been underestimated
due to neglecting correlated noise in the radial velocity
analysis, where the residuals in Figure 9 do appear to
be correlated at a level approximately equal to the un-
certainties, but we suspect they are indeed determined
to better than 2%. Combined with the astrometric par-
allax, this system could therefore potentially be used to
calibrate the mass-luminosity or absolute magnitude re-
lations.
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Fig. 7.— Phase-folded light curve for LP 796-24 with best fit overlaid. Panels are the same as described for Figure 2.
Fig. 8.— Primary eclipses for LP 991-15. Vertical offsets and
light curve corrections are the same as described for Figure 3.
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